Case Study: Enterprise Vault / Archive Shuttle
OVERVIEW
Market Sector

Insurance

Customer Size

1,000 - 1,500

Products Used

Enterprise Vault, Archive Shuttle

Services Requested

Installation, Migration, DR Planning

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS






Following a company merger the customer required an implementation of mailbox archiving, journal archiving
and e-discovery across their combined infrastructure.
Content was migrated from previous archiving infrastructure in order to leave behind the legacy and redundant
information.
Whilst the mailbox move and domain consolidation was performed it was essential that the archiving functioned
seamlessly across several domains.
Due to the internal structure only a handful of admins were allowed full access to Enterprise Vault, whilst the
helpdesk staff required low level access.
Users were located in several geographic locations.

ADEPT-TEC SOLUTION







Design and deployment of a new Enterprise Vault solution utilizing building blocks failover capability in order to
provide HA and DR capability.
Enterprise Vault was configured to archive from multiple domains (both child domains and cross forest).
Enterprise Vault was configured to allow mailboxes to be automatically matched with mailbox archives as they
were being moved.
Roles based administration was implemented in such a way that the access to Enterprise Vault could be completely
controlled via Active Directory Users and Computers rather than the Vault admin console.
The legacy environment was merged into the new environment using Archive Shuttle from QUADROtech, whilst
other data was restored to source before the original archiving platform was decommissioned.
The customer was assisted in developing their DR strategy in order to plan the recovery of Enterprise Vault in
various failure scenarios.

ABOUT ADEPT-TEC
Adept-tec helps companies implement, enhance and transform their archiving solutions, allowing augmented ediscovery and search capabilities. As well as specialising in migrations, best of breed toolsets and optimising your
archiving experience we can provide full training on the solutions we support.
We offer a full turn-key solution on commissioned projects or can integrate into an existing team structure to provide
specialist advice and skills where required. Our priority is always on advising the customer on the most appropriate and
cost-effective solution utilising the best-of-breed tools. We have a well-deserved reputation for providing our customers
with the optimal solution for their business needs.

